1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the study of some problems concerning bounded holomorphic functions on finite Riemann surfaces. Our work has its origin in a pair of theorems due to Lennart Carleson.
The first of the theorems of Carleson we shall be concerned with is the following [7] : Theorem 1.1. Let fy,---,f" be bounded holomorphic functions on U, the open unit disc, such that \fy(z) + -+ \f"(z) | su <5 > 0 holds for some ô and all z in U. Then there exist bounded holomorphic function gy,---,g" on U such that ftEi + -+/A-1.
In §2, we use this theorem to establish an analogous result in the setting of finite open Riemann surfaces. § §3 and 4 consider certain questions which arise naturally in the course of the proof of this generalization. We mention that the chief result of §2, Theorem 2.6, has been obtained independently by N. L. Ailing [3] who has used methods more highly algebraic than ours.
The second matter we shall be concerned with is that of interpolation. If R is a Riemann surface and if £ is a subset of R, call £ an interpolation set for R if for every bounded complex-valued function a on £, there is a bounded holomorphic function f on R such that /1 £ = a. Carleson [6] has characterized interpolation sets in the unit disc: Theorem 1.2. The set {zt}™=1 of points in U is an interpolation set for U if and only if there exists ô > 0 such that for all n 00 ** n k = l;ktn in finite open Riemann surfaces. Our theorems in these sections will depend essentially on the results of §2.
Heretofore we have not made precise the class of Riemann surfaces on which we shall be working. We shall always assume given a Riemann surface R which is embedded in a compact Riemann surface R0 in such a way that dR, the boundary of R in R0 consists of finitely many analytic simple closed curves T1,...,TB. We also assume that R0\R= At u •■• u Am where each Ay is homeomorphic to the closed unit disc. We shall refer to R as a finite Riemann surface.
Inasmuch as most of the results of the first seven sections are invariant under analytic homeomorphisms, the following question naturally arises: Given a Riemann surface S, what conditions guarantee the existence of a compact Riemann surface R0 and an analytic homeomorphism ep of S into R0 such that if R -ep\_S], then R and R0 stand in the relation indicated in the last paragraph? §8 is devoted to this question. We obtain a criterion for the existence of such a surface R0 and such a map ep for a given surface S. The criterion is in terms of the topological properties of S and the algebraic properties of the algebra of bounded analytic functions on S.
Certain notations will be used consistently in the course of our work. We will always use U to denote the open unit disc: U = {z: | z | < 1}. The boundary of U, the unit circle, will be denoted by A. If R is a Riemann surface, we will denote by Hoe[R] the space of all bounded functions which are holomorphic on R. If feHoe [K] , then ¡/¡»»will be the number sup{|/(z) j: zeR}. The function I ■ Ig is a norm on Hoe\_R], and under this norm, Hoe[R~\ is a Banach algebra. This latter fact will play a fundamental role in certain of our considerations. We shall use 9JÎ[R] to denote the space of nonzero complex homomorphisms of #oo [R] taken together with the weak* topology. Occasionally, when there is no danger of confusion, 9Jt[R] will be abbreviated to 931. This paper represents the major portion of the author's doctoral dissertation. The author takes this opportunity to express his gratitude to Professor Walter Rudin for his continued interest and encouragement during the preparation of this dissertation. The author also acknowledges a very useful conversation with Dr. Michael Voichick concerning the possibility of a theorem like Theorem 7.1.
A preliminary form of some of our results appeared in [17] , and a more extensive summary of our results, but no proofs, appeared in [18].
2. The corona problem. In this section we shall establish a generalization of Theorem 1.1 in the setting of a finite open Riemann surface, and we shall establish certain complementary results.
We begin by considering the case of a domain D in the plane which is doubly connected. We assume that the complement of D with respect to the closed plane consists of two nondegenerate components. By means of the uniformization theorem, we can regard Foe [D] as the closed subalgebra of H^W] consisting such that l,fjgj=i and max; || gj \\v ^ t}. Let SA = {<[gx,--, gn} e S: ma\J\\gj\\u = A}. A normal families argument shows that SA^=0,and we see by the theorem that SA contains an element which is invariant under the group We now turn to the more general situation. Let R be a finite open Riemann surface embedded in the compact surface R0 as indicated in the introduction. In addition to the algebra Hoe[R~\, it is convenient to introduce another algebra which we will denote by s/[R"]. We define ¿é[R~\ to be the set of those fe //oo [R] which are continuous on R.
A result of Arens [4] is that the maximal ideal space of s#[R] may be identified with R: Every complex homomorphism of ¿tf[R~\ is a point evaluation at some point of R. This fact allows us to define certain distinguished subsets of $0l [K] as follows. If c6e3jt [R] , then a fortiori <b acts as a complex homomorphism of We shall need to use the following nontrivial result on open Riemann surfaces: If 5 is an open Riemann surface and if z is any point of S, there is a function / holomorphic on S with a single, simple zero on S, this zero being at the point z. Note then that 1 // is holomorphic on S except at the point z where it has a simple pole. For the existence of/, one may consult [5, Chapter 6] .
We can now prove a pair of lemmas which generalize to our setting results known to hold in the case of the unit disc. The proofs do not differ greatly from the corresponding proofs in the disc case, but, for the sake of completeness, we include them. Proof. Note that as usual, / is the function on 9Jt[R] defined by f(ep) = ep(f). If /is constant on 9Jla[R], the preceding lemma implies that / is so extensible. Conversely, suppose / to be continuously extensible to R U {a}. We may assume /(a) = 0. There exists a function h e ¿á[R\ with the property that h(a) = 1 and |ñ(z)| < 1 for zeR\{a}.
The existence of such an n follows from the result quoted from Behnke and Sommer: Let a lie in the component rx of dR, and let Ax be the component of R0\R which Ty bounds. If p0eAy, then R0\{Po} is an open surface, and accordingly there is a function h y which is holomorphic on R0 \{p0} save only for a single simple pole at a prescribed point ß. If we locate ß sufficiently near a and in R0\R then we can find a neighborhood N of a which includes ß and which has the property that for some constant A, \h¡(z)\ _ A on R\N while |/ij^Cz)| >A on N and the property that hy is one-to-one on N. It follows immediately from the Riemann mapping theorem that there is a function g holomorphic on n.
[R] and such that if h(z) = g(h y(z)), then h has the desired property.
We now note that (1 -h")f converges to / in H^R]. If epeMRa we have by continuity that <p((l -A")/)-» ep(f), i.e., that lim (c6(l -h")ep(f)) =ep(f). However, since h is continuous at a and h(a) = 1, we have cb(h) = 1 so that c6(l -h") = 0 whence cb(f) = 0, and the result follows, q.e.d.
Before proceeding, we need to recall two results due to Behnke and Stein concerning a Cauchy formula on open Riemann surfaces. A convenient reference is [5] . Theorem 2.4 . Let the domain G have compact closure in the noncompact Riemann surface S. Then for each ÇeG, there is a differential dco(z,Ç) which has a single pole and residue 1. This pole is of the first order, and it is located at £. If z eG and if Vis a parametric disc about z such that in V the differential dco(z,Q is represented by the function Av(z,Ç), then Av(z£) is, as a function of £, a meromorphic function on G which has only one pole and residue 1. This pole is simple and is located at the point z.
We shall say that for a fixed z and fixed choice of local coordinates, dco(z, () is a meromorphic function of (.
A consequence of the existence of this differential is a Cauchy formula for sets in open Riemann surfaces. Theorem 2.5. Let G be a domain with compact closure in a noncompact Riemann surface, and let dco(z,Ç) be the elementary differential of the preceding theorem associated with G. Let G* be a domain such that G* czG and such that G* is bounded by finitely many smooth curves. Then for every function f which is holomorphic in G* and continuous on G* we have, for every Ç e G*,
The orientation on 8G* is the positive orientation induced by the orientation in G.
Having the formula (2.1) for functions f with continuous boundary values, we can show that the same formula obtains for functions which are merely in Hoe[G*]. Fix upon ÇeG*, and let /eifoe[G*].
We have that 8G* consists of finitely many smooth simple closed curves. Let C be one of them, and let C be another smooth simple closed curve which, together with C, bounds an annulus A in G*. We may choose C so that £ ^ Ä. We assert that jcßz) dco(z,Q = j f(z) dco(z,Q.
Toseethis, note that by the choice of the curve C', we canv/xitcA = AyU ■•• V Am for some m where each Aj lies in a single parametric disc and where 8Aj consists of an arc in C, an arc in C, and a pair of smooth arcs in A so that A¡ is a certain curvilinear quadrilateral. But then we have that
Since Aj lies in a single parametric disc, the integral ¡dAjfiz) deo(z, () can be represented as the integral round the unit circle of a function bounded and holomorphic in the unit disc, and so must be zero. We can apply this process to each of the curves which make up the boundary of G* and conclude that ¿-f fiz)deoiz,Q = lj f /(z)rfco(z,0 2m Jac.
¿ni JgH.
where H* is some domain such that i,eH* and such that H* <= G* and whose boundary consists of finitely many smooth simple closed curves. Since / is continuous on H*, the latter integral is just /(Q, and we may conclude that (2.1) is valid for functions which lie in Hoe[G*].
We are now in a position to establish the fundamental result of this section.
Theorem 2.6. Let /"-./"e/i^R], and let |/,(0| + -+ |/"(0| = à > 0 hold for all ÇeR. Then there exist gi, •••,£" eH^R] such that Lyfjgj = L Proof. For the duration of this proof, we shall denote 9Ji [R] and SER^R] simply by 9JÍ andDJlx respectively. The space9Jt contains some obvious elements: if Ç e R, denote by c6ç the element of 9JÏ given by eprif) =/(C) for all / eHoe\_R]. Thus we have a map Ç-+epr from R into 9JÎ. Since Hoe[R] separates points on R, it follows easily that the map £ -> epr is a homeomorphism of R into 9Jt, and so R may be regarded as a subset of 9JÎ. It is known [12, p. 163 ] that the truth of our theorem is equivalent to the density of R in 9JÎ. Our proof consists of showing that R is indeed dense in 9JÎ. Since for fixed zeR, and for a fixed choice of coordinates, dco(z, Ç) depends holomorphically on £ except at z, we have that ft is holomorphic in the whole of R. Similarly, f2 is continuous on Tx. It follows that both fy and f2 axe bounded, fy on R and f2 on Av
Let aeTi, and let </> eS0ia. If S0Î4 is the fiber in the maximal ideal space of Ho$Ay~\ which lies over the point a, we shall show that cb admits a unique extension to a complex homomorphism cb' of Hoe [Ay] , and that this extension is in 9JÍ¿.
We begin by showing that if cb 'is an extension of cb to a complex homomorphism of Hoe[Ay~\, then necessarily cb' e 9jc¿. To say that cb'e 9Ji^ is to say that if fe Ha0[A1"\ and if f is continuous on Äx, then cb'(f) = /(a). We know this relation to hold for all those / which are continuous on Àx and are restrictions to Ax of elements of Hoe [R] . Suppose ßeÄx\{u).
Then there is a function ges#[R~\ such that g(ß) <£ 0 and g(a) = 0. We have that cb'(g) = g(oi) = 0. Since cb' acts on ¿¿[Aâ s point evaluation at some point of Äx, it follows that cb' $yjl'ß. The point ß is quite arbitrary, and so it must be that cb' e Wa.
Next, we see that there can be only one extension of cb to an element of5üla'. For if cb' is an extension and if feH00[Ax'], let us write f =fx+f2 in accordance with (2.4) . By the linearity of cb', we must have </>'(/) = <p'(f ù + fy'Ui)-Since cb' is an extension of cb and fxeH00[R'\, we have </>'(/i) = 4>(fù-Also, since f2 is continuous at a, cb'(f2) = f2(a). Thus we have (2.5) cb'(f) = cb(fy)+fM.
It follows that there is at most one extension of cb to an element of 9Jla'. have cb'(f) = cb(fy)+f2(a) = ip(fy) + cb(f2) = cb(fy+f2) = cb(f), and so cb' is an extension of cb. It remains only to show that cb' is multiplicative on //oef/l!] since it is plainly linear. In addition to /, suppose given geHx[A1'], and write g = gy + g2 in accordance with (2.4). The linearity of cb' yields vug)=<p'(fisù+<p'(fig2) + <t>'(f2ii)+n/igii Since fygy is in 7Toe [R] , and since ep' is an extension of ep, we have that <P'ifigi) = <Pifigi) = <Pifi)(Pigi)-Consider next the term ep'(f2g2). Write Í2g2 = hy + h2 by (2.4). Since f2g2 and h2 are both continuous at a, so is hy, and we have ep'(f2g2) = ep(hy) + h2(a) = hy(a) + h2(a) = f2(o)g2(a).
Finally, we consider the term fg2. We shall show that ep'(fygy) = ep(ff)g2(a) by proving that <P'ifig2-fig2i«)) = 0.
To do this, write /.g2 -figii*) = hy + h2 by (2.4) . Then since g2 is continuous at a, it follows that fyg2 -fyg2(a) is also continuous at a. Accordingly, we have 4>'(fig2-fi82Í«)) = ep(hy) + h2(a) = n,(a) + n2(a) = 0.
The term f2gy is treated in a similar fashion and we conclude that every c^eSJiâ dmits a unique extension to an element of 9Jia'. We can now prove that every element ep of SOL. is the weak* limit of point evaluations at points in R. For let ep' be the unique extension of ep to an element of 9JL\ By virtue of Theorem 2.1, there is a net {ep'ß} of point evaluations at points in Ay such that ep'ß-+ep' in the weak* topology on the maximal ideal space of HaTAy]. But then it is immediate that if epß is the restriction of ep'ß to H^fR] then {epp} converges to ep. Note that by invoking Theorem 2.1 we are making use of Carleson's result for the disc, Theorem 1.1.
Let us next consider a point a e R (i.e., cteR\dR). We observe that the associated 9JL. Recalling that if Ç e R, then c/>ç is point evaluation at Ç and that the map £ -> ep,-has been observed to be a homeomorphism of R into 9JÍ, we see that we have shown R to be dense in 9JÏ. q.e.d.
We can obtain a bit of information about the structure of the fiber 9Jta from the proof of Theorem 2. We may therefore conclude that the fibers in Sül[ß] which lie over points of 8R axe all homeomorphic and that their structure is independent of the particular choice of R. This is to be expected, since it seems "obvious" that the structure of an Süla[£] depends only on the behaviour near a of the functions in ifoe [R] , and this is a purely local matter.
Uniformization and SDÎ[R]
. We now turn to the consideration of another aspect of the relation between the two spaces SUl[c/] and Sül[/<], viz., that relation induced by the uniformizing map from U onto R. The surface R carries nonconstant bounded holomorphic functions, and so its universal covering surface is conformally equivalent to the disc.
Let £: t/->R be a uniformizing map, and let G be the group of conformai maps of U onto itself under which £ is invariant. Recall that the point z0 e 0 is said to be a limit point of the group G if it is a limit point of the set {y(z)}ysG for some zeU. The set of limit points of the group G is a closed set of measure zero in the unit circle (for this point, see Tsuji [19, p. 525] ), and the embedding of R in the surface R0 is such that the function f admits analytic continuation across the complement in the unit circle of the set of limit points of G.
The map £ induces a homomorphism «P-: Hoe[R] -» H00[í/] by means of (<b/)(z) = f(F(z)) for all zeU and all feHoe[R~\. In its turn, the homomorphism 4> induces a continuous map 3>*: SDl[(7] ->SDl[/\], and it is this map which we propose to study.
In order to establish our result, we shall need to make use of a result of Ahlfors [1] . (For an alternative proof, one may consult Royden [15] .) Theorem 3.1. There exists a function P holomorphic on a neighborhood of R which maps R onto the open unit disc in an one-to-one manner for some n and which satisfies \P\ = 1 on 8R.
In our later work, we shall have to make a great deal of use of the function P. For the present, we use it to establish the chief result of the present section : Theorem 3.2. Ifa0eÜ is not a limit point of the group G, and if ß0 = F(a0), then 4>* maps the fiber S0lao[l/] homeomorphically onto the fiber Söl^0, [R] .
Before beginning the proof of this theorem, it is convenient to establish a rather technical lemma. We have that u = (u -uf) + Uy in V.
The function h=(u -Uy)o fc is a function harmonic and bounded in U, and it has boundary values 0 a.e. on X'. Consider the function fy given by Since n = 0 a.e. on X', we have that and, consequently, the function fy is continued across the interior of A'. Note that the real part of fy is n.
Letu, be the harmonic conjugate of uy which vanishes at 0, and let f2=fyO fc" . Consider then the function : g = exp(/2 + (uy + ivy)) = (exp f2)iexpiuy + ivy)). We have geHjfV], and we also see that: eb(g) = exp(c6(/2) + ep(uy + ivy)) = expep(f) = 1. Similarly, ip(g) = e. On the other hand, we have:
ep(g) = c6(exp/2)c6(exp(w1 + ivy)), \b(g) = \b(expf2)ip(exp(uy + ivf)).
The function f2 is, by definition, fy o fc~1. Since fy is continued across the interior of X' and fc "1 across the interior of X, it follows that f2 is holomorphic in a neighborhood of al5 and hence that cb(expf2) = ib (exp f2) = exp f2(oty). Consequently, c6(exp(w! + iüi)) j= ib(ex.p(uy + ivy) Since f is continuous at oe0, cb(h o F) = h(F(ot0)) = 1. Since |/i(z)|<l for all zeR except for z = ß0, and since he ¿á[R~\, we conclude that 0*c6eSD'lio[R].
Let P : R -* U be the mapping guaranteed by Theorem 3.1. Thus P maps 8R onto A and is continued across 8R. From P we derive a homomorphism ¥ : //oe[l/] ->//oe[R] by means of Vf=fo P. Denote by T* the adjoint of *F.
The composition P o £ carries U onto itself and the function P o £ is continued across an arc of A which contains the point <x0. Let JV be a neighborhood of a0 in 0 on which P o F is analytic and one-to-one, and let M = Po£ [JV] . Set y0 = P(F(oi0)) = P(ß0). For the sake of notation, we set T = Po £|JV. The commutativity relation (3.1) now allows the following conclusions: (1) 9* is necessarily one-to-one on SDlct0[l/], (2) *P* is one-to-one on the range of <E>*, and (3) ¥* maps S)Jl^0[t7] onto 3Jlyo [u) . [November In order to conclude the proof of our theorem, we need only prove that <D* maps 9Jîao[t/] onto9Jîio[R]. Our remarks so far have shown in effect that if N0 is some small open set in U whose Euclidean closure contains an arc of A which contains a0, then $* maps Nq , the closure operator " here referring to closure in 9Jl[t7], onto í>*[A/¿"] in a homeomorphic way. (Remark that because of the nature of the weak* topology in 9Jt[l/], this latter assertion differs from saying that <S>* acts as local homeomorphism, i.e., that i>* acts as a homeomorphism on some neighborhood of each point in its domain. This difference can be made explicit by observing that there are points in 9Jlao which have weak* neighborhoods which meet no fiber 9JL, for |a| = 1 other than 9JL,0. For instance, if g(z) = exp((z + a0)/(z -a0)), then geH^U'}, g is continuous on £?\{a0}, and \g\ = 1 on dU\{ix0}. The set {c6e9Jl[t7]: \g(ep)\ <%} is a weak* open set which contains no point of any 9Tia other than ÏWX0.)
If ep0ei\Jtßo [\R] , the density of R in 9Ti[R] yields a net {epx : aceD} of points of R such that epx-^ep0. Choosing N0 as indicated in the last paragraph, we can determine points $a'e9Jl[i/] by the condition that <b*(ep'<) = epx and ep'xeN0-The latter condition may allow us to find such epx only for a subset of the a's, but if Dy is the set of all the a for which such a determination of epx is possible, then D\Dy will be finite; we may as well assume D = D,. But then since i>* is a homeomorphism on No c9Jt[{7], the net {ep'x: aeD} will converge, say to ep¿, and we shall have í>*(c/)¿) = ep0. Note finally that ep'0 ei\)lX0[\U~\, and our theorem follows.
There is an immediate corollary of the proof just given. We have noted that W* is one-to-one on the range of <J>* and that \¥* maps 9JLj0 [R] This fact has been noticed by Ailing [3] who obtained it in the course of his proof of the corona conjecture on finite Riemann surfaces, and not as a consequence thereof.
4. An example. Our Theorem 3.2 can be used to obtain a rather curious result about the map <5*. In Theorem 3.2, we are concerned exclusively with the behaviour of the map O* on fibers 9Jtao[t/] which lie over points of A which are not limit points of the group G. It is reasonable to inquire about the behaviour of ep* on fibers which lie over limit points of the group: We shall see that the behaviour of í>* on these fibers is indeed complicated.
Consider the special case that R happens to be an annulus A bounded by analytic curves. If F, G, 3>, and $* are as in Theorem 3.2, we can normalize G so that the sole limit points of G are the points i and -i. Further, we can choose for a generator of G an element y such that for any z0e U, y"(zo)~* ¡ as n-> + oo. The element y of G induces an automorphism of Ho^l/J and so can be extended In order to study the set S, it is convenient to prove a lemma. Lemma 4.1. Let {z"}"=1 be a set of points in A whose sole cluster point is 1 and which satisfy 1 ^z"for all n. Let {a"}"=i be a bounded set of complex numbers. There exists a function fçHjy\U~\ such that f is continuous on Ü\{1}, andf(z") = cc". is less than 2~" for z$Dn. With these choices of m(n), the series defining / converges uniformly on compact sets in Ü\{1} to an element of Hoe[U] which is continuous on £/\{l} and which takes the value a" at the point z".
The lemma implies that if g is any bounded, complex valued function defined on the set {iA"}"g0> then there is feH «, [17] such that f(i¡/n) = g(a") foxn = 0,1,2,-.
Thus, every bounded complex valued function on {tbn}"^0 admits an extension to a function continuous onS0l[i7], and so, a fortiori, to a function continuous on the set S. Since S is a compact space which contains {<//n}"£0 as a dense subset, it follows that S is topologically ß({il/n}"e0), ß here indicating the Cech compactification. Since the set {i/i"}"ä0 is a discrete subset of S0l[I/] of cardinality K0, it follows that S is of cardinality 2e (cf. [10, p. 130] Definition. Let R be a Riemann surface, and let S be a set in R. For every a e S we define dR(a ; S) by means of dR(a ; S) = sup \f(a) | where the sup is extended over all / in H00{R'] which vanish on the set S\{a} and which satisfy |/L _ 1.
The function dR( ; S) is a decreasing function of the domain R in the following sense: Suppose R' to be a surface which contains R, and let S <zz R. Then S cz R', and we can compute dR,(a;S) as well as dR(a;S) if aeS. Since R' s R, we have dR .(a ; S) z% dR(a ; S). Note also that dR( ; S) is conformally invariant : If F is a conformai (one-to-one) mapping of R onto R', then dR(a;S) = dR-iF(a),F[Si}).
A close relationship exists between the function dRi ; S) and the interpolation problem for the set S. This relationship is already to be seen in the case of the unit disc as is shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let S = {z"}™=1 be a set in U. Then It could happen that the product defining Bn diverges to zero, but if this occurs for any given value of n, then it also occurs for all other values of n. If all the Bn reduce to zero, then we have , for each zn,dviz" ; S) = 0, and the lemma is verified, though in an uninteresting way. Suppose then that none of the B" reduce to zero. A normal families argument yields a function / such that fizk) = 0 if fc # n, which satisfies || /1| v _ 1, and which is such that |/(z")| -dvizn;S).
Since B" satisfies ||5"|t/ =; 1 and Bnizk) = 0 for fc # n, it follows that |/(z") | ^ | R"(z") |. We assert that the reversed inequality holds also. This is seen by writing / = BEF in accordance with the factorization theorem so that B is a Blaschke product, £ is a singular function, and F is the outer part of / (For definitions of singular and outer functions, together with a discussion of the factorization theorem, see [12] .) Since E and F are both zero free, the zeros of B include those of Bn, and so for all z e 17, we have zn~Zk 1 -zhz.
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We shall have strict inequality unless the zeros of B coincide with those of B", i.e., unless B = B". We also have that for z e U, | £(z) | ^ 1 with strict inequality unless £ is constant. Similarly, |£(z)| ^ 1, and we have strict inequality unless f is constant. From these observations, it follows that / = cB" where c is some complex number of absolute value 1, for by the extremal property of/, we must have such equality at the point z". q.e.d. As a consequence of this lemma, the result of Carleson on interpolation sets in the unit disc which we quoted in the introduction can be reformulated in the following way. We next consider a problem which is of intrinsic interest and which, in addition, will be of importance for our later work. Suppose V to be an open subset of U and {z"} to be a set of points in V. What conditions on V and the set {z"} guarantee that if {z"} is an interpolation set for V, then it is also one for U: Our next theorem provides a partial answer. Theorem 5.3. Let V be a simply connected subset of U such that U \ V is also connected. Let 8V consist of the arc X with end points a and ß, lying in the unit circle, and the continuum K which lies in U except for its two points a and ß. Let S= {z"} be a set of points of V which clusters only on the interior of X. Under these conditions, if {z"} is an interpolation set for V, it is also one for U.
Proof. By the invariant formulation of Carleson's result, we have that (5.2) inf dy(zn ; S) è S > 0.
n From this, we shall conclude that for some ôx
We start the argument by proving that E"(l -\z"\) converges. Since V is simply connected, there exists a conformai map £ of U onto V. Define z'" by the condition that z" = F(z'"). The set {z"} is then an interpolation set for U, and consequently, we have S"(l -| z'n |) < oo. The function £ can be continued across the arc Xx = F~ 1[X], and the points z'n then cluster only in the interior of Xx. Let M be a convex, closed set containing the set {z'n} and lying in the domain of holomorphy of £. On M, | £' | will be bounded, say by C. We can choose M so that for all but finitely many n, the point z'J | z'n | lies in M. Then for those n for which z'j\z'"\eM, we have the estimate follows that Z(l -I zn | ) < oo.
Since Z(l -|z"| < co, the Blaschke product B associated with the set {z"} converges in U. By hypothesis the set {z"} does not cluster on K, and so the function B is bounded away from zero on K, say | B(z) \¿zn for zeK. Fix an n, and choose, by virtue of a normal families argument, an /" such that |/"||K = 1 and \fn(zk)\ = 0 for zkeS, zk¥=zn, and such that \f"(z")\ = dv(z";S). We consider the quotient/"(zn)/R"(z"). We have We can now prove a theorem in the annular case.
Theorem 5.4. Let {z"} be a set of points in the annulus A = {z; r <|z| < 1}. If{zn} clusters only on A, then{zn} is an interpolation set for A if and only if it is an interpolation set for U.
Proof. Suppose that {z"} is an interpolation set for A which clusters only on A. Again, we commence by proving that E(l -\z"\) < oo. We write where n e Ny if and only if Rez" S; 0 and n e N2 if and only if Rez" < 0. Let V be given by V = {zeA: arg z e ( -n + e, n -e)} where e is small and positive. Then {z"} is an interpolation set for A, and consequently {z"}"eNi is one for V. The preceding theorem applies to V and the set {z"}neN¡ and so it follows that H"eNl(l -¡z"|) < oo. Similarly, we have that Znejv2(l -|z"|) is finite. Thus, the Blaschke product B associated with the unit disc and the set {z"} converges. For n = 1,2,3,-, let B" be given by (5.1). Because {z"} is an interpolation set for A, there is a constant M such that for each n, there is a function fneHo0[A'] with the property that \\f" \\A ^ M, f"(zk) = 0 for k ^ n, and /"(z") = 1. (This uniformity depends on the open mapping theorem of Banach space theory. For a discussion, see [12, p. 196] .) Since {z"} does not cluster on {z : | z | = r}, there is an n > 0 such that | B(re'e) | 2: n holds uniformly in 9. Arguing essentially as in the preceding proof, we find that
<E holds for all n. Thus | Bn(z") | 2: rç/M. This estimate is uniform in n, and so the set {z"} is an interpolation set for U.
That an interpolation set for U which lies in A is an interpolation set for A is clear, and so we have our theorem.
This theorem admits the expected formulation in terms of the function dA as is shown by the following corollary. Corollary 5.5. A set S = {z"} of points of A which clusters only on A is an interpolation set for A if and only if there is ô > 0 such that inf"ci^(z" ; S) 2t ¿5.
Proof. The necessity is quite clear: The preceding theorem shows that if S is an interpolation set for A, then it is one for U, and so by Theorem 5.2, dv(zn ;S)^ô>0 for some ô and all n. But dA(z" ; S) 2; dv(z" ; S).
Conversely, the statement that dA(z" ; S) S; ô > 0 for all n implies the existence of M such that there is, for all n, an /" with |/" \\A ^ M and /"(z") = 1 while fn(zk) = 0 for fe 7e n. But then the last proof shows that if Bn is as in that proof, the numbers | Bn(z") | are uniformly bounded away from zero. Thus S is an interpolation set for U, and the result follows.
We now pass to a more general setting, that of a finite open Riemann surface R which is embedded in the compact surface R0 as indicated in the introduction. Let S be a set in R.
Let F'j be an analytic simple closed curve in R such that T; and T'¡ together constitute the boundary of an annulus A} in R. We may assume that Ä} n Äk -0 for all j # fc. We set Sj = S n Aj, and we can then assume that S = \Jîf= y Sj. Theorem 5.6. If the set S clusters only on dR, it is an interpolation set for R if and only if Sj is an interpolation set for the annulus A¡for each j.
The proof of Theorem 5.6 will depend on a pair of lemmas.
Lemma 5.7. If there is a nonconstant function feH^Ay] which vanishes on Sy, then there is an FyeH^R] whose zero set includes Sy and which is bounded away from zero on the set S\Sy.
Proof. Let Ry be the Riemann surface R0\A,. The result of Ahlfors cited in Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of a holomorphic function epi mapping R, onto U which takes Ty continuously onto A = dU. The function <P, is r-to-one from Ty onto A for some r _ 1.
Choose an analytic simple closed curve F'¡ in Ay which, together with rx bounds an annulus Ay such that on Af, <iy is precisely r-to-one. We choose F'[ so that Ay is mapped onto the annulus {z: a < I z| < 1} for some a > 0. There is a finite cyclic group G of analytic transformations of A"¡ onto itself under which cp, | A" is invariant.
The question of the group G is, perhaps not quite trivial. We can make the point explicit as follows: We have that <t>y maps A'[ onto {z : a < | z | < 1} in an r-to-one fashion. Now A'[ is an annulus, and so there are b > 0 and "P such that *F maps {z: b < \z\ < 1} conformally and one-to-one onto A'[. The composition cr^o W maps {z: b < \z\ < 1} in an r-to-one fashion onto {z: a < \z\ < 1}. We assert that Oi(*P(z)) =* zr or z~". This is so, for by the reflection principle, OjOf can be continued to a function holomorphic in the closed plane except for one of the points 0 and oo, one of which must be a pole, the other a zero. Thus <T>y o *Pis rational. But now it follows easily that <by(*¥(z)) = zr or z~r. The map <£, o W is thus invariant under the cyclic group of transformations generated by the transformation z -» zexp(2ni/r) and we have our group G.
The set S y clusters only on rls and so the set S{'= Sr,A\ contains all but finitely many of the points of the set S y. The function / then vanishes on the set Sy.
Define fy by /,(z) = \~\geGfigiz))-The function /, is nonconstant and invariant under G. This being so, we may regard it as a function on the annulus {z : a < | z | < 1}; so regarded, it vanishes on the set 4>! [Si] .
It follows that there exists a function f2 in //"[I/] whose zero set is the set í>i.[S'/]. Consider F = f2 o Ox. This function is nonconstant and vanishes on the set S'l. Consequently, F can vanish only at only finitely many of the points of S \ S'i. We can construct a function H on Ry with the following properties:
(i) H is bounded near Tt ;
(ii) H has a zero at each point of S y \ S'¡ ; (iii) Hhasa pole at each point of S\Ay at which £ vanishes. These poles are to be the sole singularities of H, and their multiplicity is to be that of the zero of £ at the given point.
The function £1 given by £i(z) = F(z)H(z) is a function in Hm[R~\ which has the desired properties.
Lemma 5.8. // the set Sy is an interpolation set for Ax which clusters only on Ty, then Sy is an interpolation set for R.
Proof. The proof of this lemma depends on a theorem of Hoffman [12, p. 205] according to which a set £ in the surface R is an interpolation set for R if and only if the following conditions are met: (1) Let cb0 lie in the fiber SUl^J?] over the point a e Ty and assume cb0 is not in Sy. Let í>2 be a function, existing by the theorem of Ahlfors, on R which maps R holomorphically onto U, which is continuous on R, and which takes 8R onto A. We can find a neighborhood, M, of a in R on which G>2 is one-to-one. Let 5/ be a subset of Sx such that S y \S[ clusters only off some proper closed subarc of Ty contained in M and containing a in its interior. We require also that S¡ lie in M and cluster only on some proper closed subarc of Tj which is contained in M. Then S'y is an interpolation set for M. It follows by Theorem 5. We now observe that there is a function f2 e Hoe[R] such that /2(z) = 0 if zeSy\S'y and such that f2 is bounded away from zero near a. To obtain such a function, we argue as follows. Let N be a small disc in R0 about a, and consider the annulus AyVN.
By mapping this annulus into the plane and invoking Theorems 5.4 and 5.3, we find that St\Si is an interpolation set for Ay UN. Next we use Lemma 5.7 to find a function g holomorphic on the surface R U N which vanishes on Sy\S¡. (Note that although the Lemma 5.7 was proved for the case of a domain with analytic boundary, it is applicable in the present case, since by an analytic homeomorphism the domain RUN can be mapped into a domain with analytic boundary. For a discussion of such mappings, see §8 below. We note that this section is independent of the rest of the paper.)
If g(a) # 0, we let f2 = g. If, on the other hand, g(tx) = 0, we can find a function gy holomorphic on R UIV which has a single zero, this zero located at a. Furthermore, the order of the zero of g y at a can be made to coincide with the order of the zero of g at a. Since we can choose gy to be bounded away from zero on RUN except in a neighborhood of a, the function g\gx has the properties desired of/2-The function f2(fy o í>2) is in /T^R], and it vanishes on the set Sy, but (f2(fi o <P2)) * does not annihilate ep0.
So far we have assumed a^T^ the contrary case is trivial. It follows that the hull of the set S y in 9JÍ[R] is just Sy, and we have our lemma.
With these two lemmas, the thorem can be established with no serious difficulty.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Plainly if S is an interpolation set for R, then Sj must be an interpolation set for the annulus Aj for j = 1,2,3, •--,m.
Conversely, suppose that Sj is an interpolation set for Aj for each j. Apply Lemma 5.7 to find functions Fy,---,Fm in Hoe[R] which satisfy F¡(z) = 0 if zeSj and which are bounded away from zero on S\Aj. Set G¡ = Fy-F¡_ yFi+l---Fm. Then we have that G¡ is bounded away from zero on S¡ and that G; is identically zero on the set S; for i # /.
Let a be a bounded complex valued function on S. Lemma 5.8 yields functions Hy,-,Hm in Hoe [R] such that H/z) = a(z)/G/z) for zeSj.
If we set Liz) = £7= 1 Gjiz)Hjiz)> tften Liz) = a(z) for all zeS, and we have our theorem.
We can use the result just obtained to give a conformally invariant, intrinsic characterization of interpolation sets in R. These estimates are uniform in n for zneA}, and so by Theorem 5.5, the set S¡ is an interpolation sert fo A3. The desired conclusion now follows from Theorem 5.6.
6. Interpolation and uniformization. We now come to a pair of theorems which relate interpolation sets in a finite Riemann surface to interpolation sets in its universal covering surface.
We continue to work on the finite Riemann surface R embedded in the compact surface R0 as indicated in the introduction. We let £ : U -+ R be a uniformizing map whose associated group of covering transformations we denote by G. The group G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of R, and so it is finitely generated.
We shall need to make use of certain information about the fundamental polygon of G, but before proceeding to this, it is convenient to introduce two notations. If z,wel7, we set [z, w] = |(z -w)/(l -zvp)|, and we set p(z,w) = ilog(l+[z,w])/(l -[z,w]). Thus, p is the usual hyperbolic metric in the unit disc.
We shall denote by D the "Poincaré normal fundamental polygon" of the group G, i.e., D = {zeU: p(z,0)Sp(z,y(z)) for all y eG}. The set D is known to consist of an open set in U together with the part of its boundary which lies in U. This boundary consists of arcs of hyperbolic straight lines, i.e., of arcs of circles orthogonal to the unit circle together with certain arcs in the unit circle. We shall speak of a maximal hyperbolic line segment or of a maximal arc of the unit circle contained in 8D as a side of D. A recent theorem of Heins [11] assures us that since G is finitely generated, D has only a finite number of sides. (Another proof of this fact is due to L. Greenberg, but it remains unpublished as yet.)
The domain D has the property that on its interior, the map £ is one-to-one. Before giving the proof of the theorem, we point out a corollary. Corollary 6.2. Let S be a set in U which is invariant under the group G, and let a be a bounded, complex valued function on S which is also invariant under G. If S is an interpolation set for U, then there is a function /£/i0C[L/] which is invariant under the group G and which satisfies f(s) = a(s) for all seS.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The domain D has finitely many sides, m of which, say Xy,---,Xm, are arcs in the unit circle. We can choose the indexing so that F[Xf\ = T». We consider Xy whose end points we assume to be a and ß. The points a and ß are identified by some element, say y0, of the group G. Let G0 be the subgroup of G generated by y0.
Let Lx and Lß be the components of the boundary of D lying in U and containing a and ß respectively. Let a' and ß' lie in Lx and Lß near a and ß respectively, and let a' and ß' be identified by y0. Let X\ be an arc in D which connects a' and ß'. Finally let A be the subset of D bounded by Xy, Xy, and the arcs aa' and ßß' of Lx and Lß.
Under F, A is mapped onto a certain annulus, say Ay, in R with Ty = F[A,] constituting half the boundary of Ay. We let S y be the subset of S consisting of those z e S which lie in A, and we shall show that F\_Sy] is an interpolation set for Ay. The theorem is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6.
Let D0 be the orbit of A under G0. Thus D0 is a subset of U which contains So = UM>[Si]:n = 0, ± L±2, ± 3, ••■}. The group G0 acts as a group of analytic transformations of DQ onto itself, and if we let F0 = F | D0, then F0 is invariant under G0, and it maps D0 onto Ay. By hypothesis, the set S is an interpolation set for U, and so a fortiori, the set S0 is an interpolation set for D0. Let a be a bounded complex valued function on S,. There exists fe H oe [I>o] such that f(y(z)) = oc(z) for all y e G0 and all zeSy.
We can now apply the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem to obtain a function /0 which is invariant under G0 and which satisfies /oefl^o] anc* f(z) = a(z) for zeSx. The argument is quite analogous to that used in Theorem 2.1.
Let K be the set of all fe H^Dq] such that f(y(z)) =f(z) for all y e G0 and all zeSx and which, in addition, satisfy ||/||d0 ú C for some constant C chosen large enough that K is nonvoid. Then K is a convex set in the space i/[D0] of all functions holomorphic in D0. Furthermore, K is compact in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of D0. Define operators {í)y}ySGo Dv means of (Oy/)(z) =f(y(z)) for all zeD0 and all /e//oe[£>0]. As in Theorem 2.1, there is f0eK which is a fixed point for the group {<¡>y}yec0• The function f0 is invariant under G0, and hence f0 o £¿" ' is a well defined bounded function on Ax. It takes the value a(z) at the point £(z) for all zeSy. We may conclude that F[Sy] = £[50] is an interpolation set for Ay, and the theorem follows.
The preceding theorem admits a converse which can be formulated as follows.
Let £ be as above. Theorem 6.3 . Let S c R, and suppose S to be an interpolation set for R. Then the set £_1 [5] is an interpolation set for U.
Proof. Let S = {Çk}T= i > and determine zke D by F(zk) = Çk. Since S is an interpolation set, we may conclude that ¿Zy€G,k = i,2,... for k±n and all y e G}. This latter estimate is uniform in n. We have noted that for only finitely many elements y of G, say e,yx,---,ym,is the case that/) O y[D~\ # 0. Note that, as usual, e is the identity of G.
Consider the Blaschke product Bn given by RM n y(zn) g -y(z") Bn(Z) = 11 r-7-xT-=-
where the product is extended over all y e G such that y # e, y y, ■ ■ ■, ym. We say that the functions Bn axe bounded away from zero on D, the bound being independent of n. This is so, for if B is the Blaschke product whose zeros are the points y(zk) for fc = 1,2, ••■ and y # e,yy,---,y,", then the function B is holomorphic in U and zero free on D. For every n, the zeros of B include those of Bn, and so we have uniformly in n and z for z eD, 0 < | B(z) | ^ | Bn(z) |. Hence, the functions \B"\ are bounded away from zero on D, their common lower bound not depending on n. Let this common lower bound be e. Define now a function cb onD by means of cb(z) = f]tm= x \(z -yk(z))¡(l-yk(z)z)\. We shall show that cb has a strictly positive lower bound on D. We have that for zeÜ, \l-^kJz)z\^2 so that cb{z) = 2-",Y\^x\z-yk{z)\. The functions z -yk(z) are continuous on 0, and since each element of G other than the identity is free of fixed points in U, they do not vanish in U. If we can show that yk has no fixed point on dD, we shall have the desired result concerning ep. Now each yk has at most two fixed points in 0. Since for each fc, yk\_D] C\D <zz dD, it follows that any fixed point of yk must be one of the end points of one of the arcs X¡ which constitute the portion of dD which lies in A. On the other hand, it is clear that such a point is not a fixed point for any of the yk. Thus, we have that there is n such that if zeD, then 0 < n < eb(z) for all z eD.
Consider now one of the z". There is a function f0 such that [|/|u^l, \foizn) | =■ «5 > 0 and f(y(zk)) = 0 for fc # n and all y e G where, as noted at the outset of the proof, ô is independent of n. We set g(z)=fo(z)Bn(z) n z~y_M>.
j=1 l-y,(z")z
We have then that | g \\v z% 1, and we also have that
Here <5, s, and n, are independent of the choice of z". Furthermore, we have that gÍ7Ízn)) = 0 if y # e, and g(y(zk)) = 0 for all fc =£ n and all y eG. Thus Theorem 6.4. Let G be a group of conformai transformations of U onto itself which is of convergence type, i.e., which is such that for some and therefore all zeU, ZyeCl -|y(z)| converges. ¡fz0 e U, the set {y(z0)}yeC is an interpolation set for U. In particular, <50 is independent of the choice of y0. But this fact simply means that {y(z0)}yeG satisfies the condition of Carleson and so is an interpolation set for U, q.e.d.
7. Another characterization of interpolation sets. We are able to give one final characterization of interpolation sets in the surface R. For the case of a plane domain, the result is in [8] . If £ e R, let g( ■ ,() be the Green's function of R with respect to the point £. Thus g( ■ ,Q is a function positive and harmonic on R \ {Q, which has boundary values zero on dR, and which has a logarithmic singularity at the point £. The following theorem relates the Green's function to interpolation. holds for all n0eN.
Proof. The structure of our proof is as follows. We shall first derive the necessity of the condition. Next we obtain the sufficiency in the case that R is an annulus. The sufficiency in this special case then allows us to obtain sufficiency in the general case. We shall continue the notation of Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 concerning the map F, the group G, and the fundamental polygon D of G.
For each n, let z" be determined by the conditions z" e D, F(z") = Ç". We have shown that {£"} is an interpolation set for R if and only if the set {y(z")}yEGF"Ejv is an interpolation set for U.
Invoking This latter sum is independent of y0, and so we have established that the set {("}" bN is an interpolation set for R if and only if there exists M such that, independently of n0,
Since the second sum is negative, the necessity of the condition (7.1) is established. In order to establish the sufficiency of the condition (7.1) in the general case, it would be sufficient to prove that the sum 2Zy*elog[y(zno),zno] is bounded independently of the choice of z"0 in D, for then the boundedness of the sum (7.2) would be equivalent to that of the sum (7.1).
Suppose that z0 e D. If y e G, we have that So far, we have proceeded in full generality, but we now must specialize a bit, for the infinite product in (7.3) does not seem tractable in the general case. In the annular case, however, it can be handled by an elementary geometric argument. It is to this special case that we now turn our attention. In the case that R is taken to be an annulus, A, the associated group G is infinite cyclic with, say, y0 as generator. We can normalize F and G to the extent that each element of G leaves fixed the real diameter of the disc. With these normalizations, y0 can be chosen to move points on the real axis to the left. The fundamental domain D is then a domain symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis and bounded by a pair of circular arcs orthogonal to the unit circle and orthogonal to the real axis.
We have to compute <5(y£) forn= ±2, ±3, •••. It is evidently enough to consider the case of positive n only. Recall that if z, w e U, then
so that p is the usual hyperbolic metric in the disc and is, in particular, additive along hyperbolic straight lines. Denote by q the point of intersection of the real axis and dD which lies in the left half plane. We have then that (7.4) inf{p(z,w): zeD,we y2[D]} è PÍq,jliq)) ■ An elementary geometric argument will allow us to conclude that equality actually holds. We see by a conformai map of the disc onto itself that the assertion of equality in (7.4) is equivalent to the assertion that if L is a hyperbolic straight line in the left half plane which is orthogonal to the real axis and which meets the real axis at x0, then the point x0 is the point of L nearest, in terms of the metric p, to the imaginary axis. Suppose then that L and x0 are as given, and let p0 = p(0,x0). The hyperbolic circle {z:p(z,0) = p0} is also a Euclidean circle, and so, by convexity, it meets L in only one point, viz., x0. Suppose then that iy is a point on the imaginary axis, and let c be the hyperbolic circle centered at iy and having radius p0. The circle c is also a Euclidean circle, but its Euclidean center is not the point iy unless y = 0. However, symmetry shows that the Euclidean center must be on the imaginary axis. The Euclidean radius of c is not greater than |x0|> and so we conclude by convexity that unless y = 0, the circle c misses L.
The conclusion of this argument is that in (7.4) we have equality. Now each of the elements of G is a p-isometry, and so we have that inf{p(z,w): zeD, weyS[Z>]} = p(q,y(0n~1) (q)) = (« -l)m where we write m = p(q,y0(q))-This last equality is dependent upon the fact that the elements of G leave the real diameter fixed and the fact that p is additive along this diameter. Hence we find that ô(yl) 2: tanh((n -T)m) and so n^To) =1 n"=itanh2«m where the first product extends over n = ±2, ± 3, •••.
But one easily sees that f|™=1tanhnm converges. Thus the bound in (7.3) is uniform in n, and our theorem is established in the annular case. Now suppose that the set {Ç"}n6jv of points of the suface R satisfies the condition (7.1). For; = 1,2, • ••,», let T'j be a simple closed curve in R which bounds, with Tj, an annulus A¡. Suppose that Ay U ••• \J A" => {i"}"eJv. Fix upon a Ç«0 in Ay. By virtue of (7.1), we have that Zg(Ç",Ç"0) ^ M, where the sum goes over all neN such that n ^ n0 and such that ÇneAy. Let gAl( • ,£"0) be the Green's function for the annulus Ay with singularity £"0. On T'y we have &Ai\ JïBol ^M >^>no)> and so this inequality must persist throughout A\{Cno}. It follows that 2ZgAl(Çn,Ç"0) < M where this sum is extended over the same values of the index as the last one. But by the annular case we have considered, this means that {£" : £" e Ay} is an interpolation set for Ax.
The annuli A2,---,A" can be treated in a similar way, and the result follows from Theorem 5.6.
8. An embedding result. This final section is devoted to a careful delineation of the Riemann surfaces which admit an embedding of the particularly nice nature indicated in the introduction. We remark at the outset that it is clear we will be unable to obtain a delineation along purely topological lines. We have, for example, that the open unit disc and the complex plane are homeomorphic, but while the disc obviously admits an embedding of the desired kind, the plane does not. This last assertion follows from the fact that the plane carries no nonconstant bounded holomorphic functions whereas the surfaces which admit the embedding of the indicated kind have been seen to carry many such functions.
Our first result, which is purely topological in nature, is preliminary to our main result of this section, Theorem 8.2. If S is a surface, we denote by HX(S,Z) its first singular homology group with coefficients in Z, the integers. Theorem 8.1. Let S be an open Riemann surface such that HX(S,Z) is finitely generated. Then there exists a compact Riemann surface R0 and an analytic homeomorphism cb of S into R0 such that R0\c/» [5] consists of finitely many closed discs which have analytic boundaries together with finitely many isolated points.
Proof. We begin by observing that there exists an analytic simple closed curve ß in S with the property that S\ ß consists of two disjoint subsurfaces Sx and S2 of S such that Sx U ß is a compact set and such that S2 is homeomorphic to a region in the plane,
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The existence of the curve ß may be concluded as follows. Since 7T1(S,Z) is finitely generated, there is a compact surface S0 and a not necessarily analytic homeomorphism h of S into such that S0\/i[S] consists of finitely many points Pw'iPm-(F°r this point, see [2, p. 104 ].) We can pass an arc X through the points Py,---,pm. If we then widen X into a thin open ribbon, say A, the set A will be homeomorphic to a subset of the plane. Furthermore S0\^4 is compact. We choose A so that dh~1\_Ä\ is an analytic simple closed curve; this curve has the desired properties.
Since S2 is homeomorphic to a planar region, there is a conformai, one-to-one map g of S2 into the plane. (Cf. Theorem 9.1 of [16] .) But now, by a classical theorem from the theory of conformai mapping [13, p. 377] there exists a conformal map h of g[S2] onto a domain contained in the unit disc and bounded by circles, some of which may be degenerate. The map h can be chosen so that if /= n o g, then / is continued across ß and maps ß onto A. By identifying the point z in S2 with the point /(z) in U, we sew S and U together analytically to obtain a compact Riemann surface R0 which has the property of containing S in the desired way. q.e.d.
We remark that this proof is an amalgamation of an earlier proof of the author's and a proof suggested by Professor Leo Sario (personal communication).
We can now formulate and prove the chief result of the present section. If R is any Riemann surface, let MiR) be the group of units of Hoe [R] Let £(R) be the subgroup of MiR) consisting of all those / such that for every integer n other than 0, there is g e üJH]
such that / = g". with analytic boundary if and only if HyiS,Z) and MiS)/EiS) are isomorphic Proof. Before starting the proof, let us remark that it is the force of this theorem that the condition Hf(S,Z) a MiS)/EiS) is sufficient to guarantee that in the embedding given by Theorem 8.1, no isolated points occur in the complement. We also explicitly note that the conditions of the theorem are of a mixed algebraic and topological nature.
We begin by recalling that HyiS,Z) is a finitely generated, free abelian group, and so that Hom(/T1(S,Z),Z)~/i1(S,Z).
We now establish the necessity of the condition. Suppose that R0 is a compact surface and that R is a region in R0 such that R0\R = Ai U ••■ uAm where each
